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What is Information Retrieval?

This presentation was developed by Ricardo Campos, Professor of ICT of the Polytechnic Institute of 
Tomar and researcher of LIAAD - INESC TEC. Part of the slides used in this presentation were adapted 
from presentations found in internet and from reference bibliography:

• https://www.practicaldatascience.org/html/big_data_strategies.html
• https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/optimized-ways-to-read-large-csvs-in-python-ab2b36a7914e
• https://pythonspeed.com/articles/data-doesnt-fit-in-memory/
• https://www.aiplusinfo.com/blog/pandas-and-large-dataframes-how-to-read-in-chunks/

https://www.practicaldatascience.org/html/big_data_strategies.html
https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/optimized-ways-to-read-large-csvs-in-python-ab2b36a7914e
https://pythonspeed.com/articles/data-doesnt-fit-in-memory/
https://www.aiplusinfo.com/blog/pandas-and-large-dataframes-how-to-read-in-chunks/
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What is Information Retrieval?

If you have big data, you basically have four options:

1. Buy more memory.

2. Store data in efficient memory formats.

3. Use chunking to trim and thin out your data so it does fit in memory.

4. Break your job into pieces and distribute over multiple machines.
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Buy more memory

When your computer executes code, for example, adding up all the entries in a vector - it doesn’t all

happen in one place. Your computer stores data (like your vector) in main memory (RAM) where it has

several gigabytes of space to put things.

But actual mathematical operations happen in the processor, which is physically located in a different

place in your computer. So to add two numbers, your computer must move those numbers from main

memory into a tiny set of memory banks inside your processor from which they can be accessed,

added, and the result stored.

This is important because in data science, moving data back and forth from memory takes much

longer than doing actual calculations. Indeed, in a normal data science workflow, moving data back

and forth from memory is a huge portion of what takes up the time your computer spends “working”,

not doing actual calculations.
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Because of how expensive it is to move data back and forth from main memory, your computer has a

set of intermediate memory banks between main memory and your processor called caches. In

general, your computer fills the cache with (a) data you’ve used recently, and (b) data that is stored

near the data you’ve used recently

This makes memory management important in general, but the problem becomes more acute when

you can’t store your data in main memory. If your program starts using more space than you have

main memory, your operating system will usually just start using your hard drive for extra space without

telling you (this is called “virtual memory”, and is nice in that it prevents your computer from crashing,

though it will slow stuff down a lot). As a result, you won’t always get an error message if you try and

load a file to is much bigger than main memory.

Buy more memory
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Buy more memory

To avoid this, you may opt to buy more memory. Buying RAM doesn’t cost a fortune (especially for

desktops), and renting a single big virtual machine on the cloud can be similarly cost-effective.

And you can rent a Virtual Machine with hundreds of GB of RAM for a couple bucks an hour,
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression)

Compression means using a different representation for your data, in a way that uses less memory.

There are two forms of compression:

• Lossless: The data you’re storing has the exact same information as the original data.

• Lossy: The data you’re storing loses some of the details in the original data, but in a way that ideally

doesn’t impact the results of your calculation very much.

For example, let’s say your data has two values, and will only ever have those two values: "AVAILABLE"

and "UNAVAILABLE". Instead of storing them as a string with ~10 bytes or more per entry, you could

store them as a boolean, True or False, which you could store in 1 byte. You might even get the

representation down to the single bit necessary to represent a boolean, reducing memory usage by

another factor of 8.
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossless)

Same data, less RAM: that’s the beauty of compression:

• Don’t load all the columns

• Shrink numerical columns with smaller dtypes

• Shrink categorical data using Categorical dtypes
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossless)

Don’t load all the columns

Quite often the CSV you’re loading will include columns you don’t actually use when processing the

data. If you don’t use them, there’s no point in loading them!
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossless)

Shrink numerical columns with smaller dtypes

Another technique can help reduce the memory used by columns that contain only numbers. Each

column in a Pandas DataFrame is a particular data type (dtype). For example, for integers there is the

int64 dtype, int32, int16, and more.

Why does the dtype matter? First, because it affects what values you can store in that column:

• int8 can store integers from -128 to 127.

• int16 can store integers from -32768 to 32767.

• int64 can store integers from -9223372036854775808 to 9223372036854775807
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossless)

Shrink numerical columns with smaller dtypes

Second, the larger the range, the more memory is used. For example, int64 uses 4× as much memory

as int16, and 8× as much as int8.

By default when Pandas loads a CSV, it guesses at the dtypes. If it decides a column volumes are all

integers, by default it assigns that column int64 as the dtype.

As a result, if you know that the numbers in a particular column will never be higher than 32767, you

can use an int16 and reduce the memory usage of that column by 75%. And if the values will never be

higher than 127, you can use an int8, using even less memory.
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossless)

Shrink categorical data using Categorical dtypes

What about non-numerical data? In some cases you can shrink those columns as well. Imagine a gender

column that only says "FEMALE", "MALE", and "NON-BINARY" over and over again—that’s a lot of

memory being used to store the same three strings.

A more compact representation for data with only a limited number of values is a custom dtype called

Categorical, whose memory usage is tied to the number of different values.
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossless)

Shrink object data to datetime

It is also possible and recommendable to convert object data in the format of dates to a datetime

object.

That will have a huge consequence in terms of the memory RAM used.
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Store data in efficient memory formats (compression - lossy)

Another technique you can try is lossy compression: drop some of your data in a way that doesn’t

impact your final results too much. If parts of your data don’t impact your analysis, no need to waste

memory keeping extraneous details around:

• Changing numeric representations (e.g., from float to int)

• Sampling (select a tiny part of your dataset. Use skiprows parameter in pandas)
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Store data in efficient memory formats (databases)

SQL, similarly, is designed to maximize the efficiency by which data can be pulled from disk, but in

general, if you aren’t in a situation where:

• (a) lots of people are gonna be accessing the same data at the same time, or

• (b) you don’t plan to do tons of different analyses using the same dataset over a long period, the

upfront costs of setting up a SQL database overwhelm the benefits it has at the time you want to

run a query.

Fortunately, SQL Lite offers the chance to have a serveless database without much effort. With this

option one can save a csv file in a database format, which will open the chance for users to do a sql

query and by then to only have in memory the results of the query (instead of having the full set

loaded in the memory). This is a good option when you want to focus on a particular set of records

(e.g., on a particular set of clients for which you know the id).
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Chunking

Chunking is useful when you need to process all the data, but don’t need to load all the data into

memory at once (likely because the dataset is too big to load into main memory). Instead, you can

load it into memory in chunks, processing the data one chunk at time (or as we’ll discuss, multiple

chunks in parallel).

Let’s say, for example, that you want to find the largest word in

a book. You could load all the data into memory at once:

But since in our case the book doesn’t fit into memory, you

could instead load the book page by page:
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Chunking

This can happen when the raw data you’re working with:

1. has lots of variables you don’t need for your analysis (thus you want to drop unneeded variables);

2. has lots of variables in an unappropriated format (Convert strings variables to numeric or

categorical/factor datatypes - strings almost always have the largest memory footprint; Change

numeric datatypes to more compressed formats - e.g. using Float32 instead of Float64 when you

know you don’t need all the precision offered by Float64);

3. has lots of observations you don’t need for your analysis (drop unneeded observations);

4. the data is at a more granular level than you need for analysis (e.g. it’s individual level, but you

only need averages for different groups).
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Chunking

In these situations, the go-to strategy is chunking. One of the possibilities is to chunk the dataset or

said it in another way, to only load a tiny part of it, such that it can hold in memory

By doing that, one can operate the dataset and conduct

some preliminary analysis before those are applied to the

full dataset.
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Chunking

Another possibility is to chunk the dataset into a few sub-sets, such that operations can be conducted

on each dataset. Basically, the dataset will be divided into chunks which are saved in the disk.
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Chunking

Finally (and perhaps the best option) is to

• load only a small part of your

data, preprocessing it (dropping

extra variables, dropping extra

observations, taking averages,

and/or storing the data in more

efficient formats), and saving it

away,

• then recombining all the now

substantially smaller bits into a

new analysis dataset that has

everything you want and fits into

main memory.
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Chunking (which size should we select?)

Now you will probably have to play with your chunk sizes (probably while watching your RAM usage?).

That’s because every time Python processes a chunk, there’s a fixed processing cost, so in a dataset

with, say, 10,000,000 rows, if you try to do chunks of 100 rows, that fixed processing cost has to be paid

100,000 times.

Given that, the larger you can make your chunks the better, so long as your chunks don’t use up all

your RAM. Again, picking a chunk size then watching your RAM usage is a good way to see how close

you are to the limits of your RAM.
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Distributed Data

If absolutely everything else has failed it’s time to turn to distributed computing!

Distributed computing (using lots of individual computers working in concert in a “cluster”) is the

practice of taking your task and your data, breaking it into smaller pieces, sending those pieces to

different computers, running the “smaller pieces” on those different computers, then bringing back the

results and recombining them into a single output.
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Distributed Data

Distributed computing is amazing, and makes possible many things that would never be possible

otherwise. But it is not without two very important substantial costs:

• Programmer time: it takes a lot of time to learn to use these systems, to set up these systems,

and to find a way to take code that works easily on one computer and parallelize it and

distribute it across lots of computers. Note that not all jobs can be parallelized!

• Computer time: there is a huge fixed cost to break up jobs, move those jobs between

computers, and recombine the results. As a result, if a job can be done on one computer, it will

usually run faster on one computer than distributed across lots of computers.
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Distributed Data

For these reasons, you should only use distributed computing if the following apply:

• Your job is highly parallelizable so you can distribute the job across lots of computers.

• You can’t do the job on one computer either because there isn’t enough space in memory, or

because your job is parallelizable and you need far more processors than you can get on one

computer to run the job in a reasonable period of time.
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Distributed Data
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Distributed Data (dask)
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Distributed Data (dask)

Why DASK is better than PANDAS?

• Let’s say, you want to import 6 GB data in your 4 GB RAM. This can’t be achieved via pandas

since whole data in a single shot doesn’t fit into memory but Dask can. How?

• Pandas utilizes a single CPU core while Dask utilizes multiple CPU cores by internally chunking

dataframe and process in parallel. In simple words, multiple small dataframes of a large

dataframe got processed at a time wherein under pandas, operating a single large dataframe

takes a long time to run.

• DASK can handle large datasets on a single CPU exploiting its multiple cores or cluster of

machines refers to distributed computing.

• dask also provides array and scikit-learn libraries to exploit parallelism. Dask Arrays: parallel

Numpy; Dask Dataframes: parallel Pandas; Dask ML: parallel Scikit-Learn
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Distributed Data (dask)

https://www.amazon.com/Data-Science-Scale-Python-Dask/dp/1617295604

https://github.com/jcdaniel91/data-science-python-dask

https://www.amazon.com/Data-Science-Scale-Python-Dask/dp/1617295604
https://github.com/jcdaniel91/data-science-python-dask
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• Batch processing (a.k.a. offline): There are no strict requirements regarding the time we can 

spend in preparing, transforming and processing stored data. Example: MapReduce (Hadoop).

• Streaming processing (a.k.a. online): There exist strict requirements about the maximum 

allowable time to prepare, transform and process all data, due to several possible reasons:

1. Interactive analysis

2. Live interaction with end users or analysts

3. Excessive volume or velocity (local storage is not an option).
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• Batch processing (a.k.a. offline): There are no strict 

requirements regarding the time we can spend in 

preparing, transforming and processing stored data. 

Example: MapReduce (Hadoop).

1. Interactive analysis

2. Live interaction with end users or analysts

3. Excessive volume or velocity (local storage is not an 

option).

• Streaming processing (a.k.a. online): There exist strict requirements about 

the maximum allowable time to prepare, transform and process all data, 

due to several possible reasons:
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Batch
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Streaming
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-SVN3txo_4
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